
HTI-research project Q1&Q2: Trading autonomy for wellbeing? Automatic vs. 
controlled mood-enhancing lighting for seniors  
 
Introduction 
Consider the following scenario…  
 

For a few weeks Mrs. Smith has a new 
lighting system in her living room, which 
reacts automatically on her mood. Today, 
she woke up feeling a little gloomy. Even 
after breakfast her mood has not improved 
and the system adapts the lighting to a 
bright white with blue accents to activate 
her. Suddenly, the door bell rings… it is her 
neighbor. “Oh, Mrs. Smith, are you okay?” 
she says with a worried tone. “Of course, 
why?” Mrs. Smith replies with as much of a 
cheerful voice as she can imitate. “Just saw 
your lights in the room…” the neighbor 
indicates. After this episode, Mrs. Smith is irritated and ponders the value of the system if 
everyone can “see” her emotional state. “This is so stigmatizing. But what if I could have more 
control…?”   

 
In an ongoing 3TU project on empathic lighting, automatic mood recognition is considered as 
an input to an adaptive lighting system. When a user is gloomy, the system would provide an 
activating light; when she is nervous it would provide a calming light. A positive effect of the 
lighting on the mood has already been proven. However, in a recent interview study (Schayik, 
2015) on acceptance factors for such an application, it was found that seniors were worried 
that an automatic mood sensing system could make their mood visible to others, thereby 
compromising their privacy. On the other hand, a fully controllable system might be difficult to 
handle and would require seniors to actively act towards improving their mood (which is seen 
as difficult for people with depression, for instance). Thus, the study looked into different 
levels of control for the system that could mitigate the problem, while still providing the 
positive effects of adaptive lighting. One suggestion was that the system could identify the 
mood, and provide recommended light settings instead of automatically changing the light.       
 
Aim 
The aim of this HTI research project is to conduct a large-scale (online) survey to investigate 
the above named issues, in particular, aspects of privacy, autonomy and controllability of 
mood-adaptive lighting and their relation to the perceived value (impact on wellbeing) of the 
system, with a larger population.  
 
Tasks 
• Carry out a literature overview about privacy, autonomy and controllability in home 

automation/ AAL.  
• Develop and conduct an questionnaire study/online survey to analyze factors of privacy, 

autonomy and controllability in relation to perceived value of the system. Different levels 
of control could be illustrated in interface prototypes (e.g. see Schayik’s thesis).  
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